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Abst rac t - -We study an initial boundary value problem for a time-dependent 3-D Ginzburg- 
Landau model of superconductivity. We prove the existence of global weak solutions with L 2 initial 
data and, hence, solve an open problem mentioned in [1]. (~) 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall study the global existence of weak solutions to the initial boundary value problem for a 
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau model of superconductivity in R 3 (see [1]) 
~¢t + i~k¢¢ + V+¢ A+ (1¢12 - 1 )¢  = 0, in (0, T) x ~, (1.1) 
At+V¢+cur l2A+Re{(kV¢+¢A)¢}=cur lH  , in (O,T)x  ~, (1.2) 
together with boundary and initial conditions 
V¢ .n=0,  A.n=O, cur lAxn=Hxn,  on(0,  T) x0~,  (1.3) 
¢(., 0) = ¢0, on ~. (1.4) 
Here ~ E R 3 is a bounded domain with smooth boundary 0~, n is the outward normal unit 
vector of 0R; ¢ E C, A E R 3, and ¢ E R denote the order parameter, the magnetic potential and 
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the electric potential, respectively, H is the applied magnetic field; ~/and k are the Ginzburg- 
Landau positive constants; i = ~/-L-T, ~ denotes the complex conjugate of ¢, Re¢ = (¢ + ¢)/2, 
[¢[2 = ¢~ is the density of superconducting carriers, T is an arbitrary but fixed positive number. 
In (1.1)-(1.4), the unknown functions are ¢, A, ¢. 
It is well known that the Ginzburg-Landau equations are gauge invariant, that is, if (¢, A, ¢) 
is a solution of (1.1)-(1.4), then there exists a function X such that (¢e ikx, A + VX, ¢ - Xt) is 
also a solution of (1.1)-(1.4). So, in order to obtain the well-posedness of the problem, we need 
to impose the gauge condition. From the physical point of view, one usually has three types of 
the gauge condition. 
(i) Coulomb gauge: div A = 0 in f~, fa ¢ dx = O. 
(ii) Lorentz gauge: ¢ = -d iv  A in Ft. 
(iii) Temporal gauge: ¢ = 0 in ~. 
For initial data ¢0 E T/I(~t) N £oo(~), A0 E HI(Ft), Chen, Elliott, Tang, and Du [2-5] proved 
the existence and uniqueness of global strong solutions to (1.1)-(1.4) and the existence of the 
maximal attractors in the case of the Coulomb and Lorentz as well as temporal gauges. 
For initial data ¢0 E 7-/l(Ft), A0 E HI(Ft), Tang and Wang [1] obtained the existence and 
uniqueness of global strong solutions and the existence of the maximal attractors in the case of 
the Coulomb gauge. In 1995, Tang and Wang [1] studied the Coulomb gauge case and proved 
the existence of global weak solutions with initial data (¢0, A0) E £2(Ft) x L2(~t) in the two- 
dimensional case, and recently, Fan [6] showed the existence and uniqueness of global weak 
solutions and the existence of the maximal and exponential ttractors with (¢0, A0) E £2(ft) x 
L2(~) in the case of the Lorentz gauge. However, the existence of global weak solutions in the 
three-dimensional c se, as pointed out in [1], still remains open. 
In this paper, we shall prove the global existence of weak solutions in the case of three dimen- 
sions and, hence, solve the aforementioned open problem. Before stating our results, we introduce 
the following notation. 
NOTATION. Let s > 0 and 1 < p < oo. By WS'P(~t), we denote the usual Sobolev spaces 
for real functions defined over ~t with norm H" I[w'.p; Hs(~) := WS'2(~t) with norm [[. Jigs, 
LP(~) := W°,P(~t) with norm [I ' [[Lp. Sobolev spaces of complex functions are denoted by 
~4?8,P(~t), 7-/'(f~), and £:P(ft) with calligraphic letters. For simplicity, we also use the following 
abbreviations: W s'p := Ws'P(~t), FV s'p := Ws'P(~). We define 
V2 := the closure of {A e C°°(~t) tA. n -- 0, divA = 0}, in the HLnorm. 
LP(I, B), respectively, [1' [[L,(I,S) denotes the space of all strongly measurable, pth-power 
integrable (essentially bounded if p = c~) functions from I to B, respectively, its norm, I C R 
an interval, B a Banach space. B* stands for the dual space of B. 
Thus, the results of this paper read as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let ¢o C £2, Ao E W 1/2'4/3, divA0 = 0 and H E L2((0,T) x ~t). Then, there 
exists a weak solution (¢, A, ¢) of (1.1)-(1.4) in the case of the Coulomb gauge, such that 
THEOREM 1.2. Let ¢o ~ £2, Ao ~ L 2, and H E L2((O,T) x ft). Then, there exists a weak 
solution (¢, A, ¢) of (1.1)-(1.4) in the case of the Coulomb or Lorentz gauge, such that (1.5) 
holds for (¢, A, ¢). 
REMARK 1.1. A weak solution of (1.1)-(1.4) is defined in the usual way by using test functions 
(~,.4) E C~°((O,T) x ~t) x C~°((0, T) x ~t) in the case of the Coulomb and Lorentz gauges for 
equations (1.1) and (1.2). 
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To prove the theorems, we first mollify the initial data for which a global strong solution 
exists, we then derive a priori estimates by using the H61der estimates for parabolic estimates, 
and finally, making use of the compactness induced by the a priori estimates and applying a 
compactness lemma of Lions for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations [7, Lemma 5.1], we are 
able to take to the limit to obtain a global weak solution. We shall give the proof in the next 
section. 
2. PROOF OF  THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2 
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We give only the proof of Theorem 1.1. Theo- 
rem 1.2 can be proved in the same manner, and therefore, its proof will be omitted. Throughout 
this section, the same letter C will denote various positive constants which do not depend on e. 
First, we observe that it is not difficult o construct (¢0~, A0c, H~) E ~-~1 i~l~c~ X V 2 x Hi(0, T; L 2) 
such that as e --* 0, 
I1¢o~ - ~'ollL~ + IIAo~ - Aollw~/~,.~ + IIH - H~IIH~(O,T,L~) ~ O. (2.1) 
Now, consider the following approximate problem of (1.1)-(1.4) in (0, T) x ~: 
~Ot~P~ + i~?k¢~¢~ + V + ¢~ A~ + (1¢~l 2 - 1) ~b~ = 0, 
)} OtA~+V¢~+curl 2Ae+Re ~V~b~4-¢eAc ~ =curlH~, 
VCe 'n=0,  At .n=0,  curlA~ xn=H~ ×n, on(0, T) x0f~, 
¢,(.,0) = ~b0~, A,(.,0) = A0~, on ft. 
(2.2) 
Thus, by the result of [3] there is a unique strong solution (¢~, A~, Ce) of (2.2) under the Coulomb 
gauge condition (also see [1] for the definition of strong solutions). Moreover, we have the following 
estimates. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
II¢~IIL~(O,T;L~) + II¢~llL~((o,r)×~) S c ,  




PROOF. Multiplying equation (2.2)1 by ¢~ and integrating over (0, t) x g2 (0 < t < T), and then 
taking the real part on both sides of the resulting equation, we obtain 
t 2 t 
-~[¢~(t) ,2dx+L ~ kV¢~+¢~A, dxdT+L ~'¢,'4dxdT 
Io'Io = I~I 2 dx d~- + -~ I~o~I 2 dz, 0 < t < T, 
from which and the Gronwall inequality the estimates (2.3) and (2.4) follow immediately. The 
proof is complete. | 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and the HSlder inequality, we easily get the following. 
COROLLARY 2.1.  
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LEMMA 2.2. Ce satisfies 
) } -A¢~ = divRe V~b~ +¢~A, ¢~ , 
V¢~. n = 0, 
in ~, (2.6) 
on Of~. (2.7) 
Moreover, the following estimate for ¢~ holds: 
i ¢~A~ ]l¢~[[£'((0,T)xn)" (2.8) JI¢~IJL'J~(O,T;W','/3) < C ~V¢~ + 
£2 ((O,T) xn) 
PROOF. Taking the divergence of both sides of (2.2)2, we deduce that 
div(OtA~ + V¢~) + div Re { ( k V¢c + ¢~A~) ~b~ } = O , (2.9) 
which together with div Ae = 0 implies (2.6). 
We multiply (2.9) by w 6 C2(~) in L2(f~) and integrate by parts to obtain 
~aw { (O,A~ + V¢~) .n + Re [ ( k V¢~ + ¢~Ac) J2~l . ni  da 
= /n { OtA~ + V¢~ + Re [ ( k V¢~ + ¢~A~) ¢~] } " Vwdx 
= - ~ curl(curl A~ - H). Vw dx (2.10) 
=- /oa  [(curl A , -  H)× n]. Wwda-/a(curl A~-  H).curlVwdx 
= 0, 
where we have also used equation (2.2)2, the boundary conditions (2.2)3 and the identity: 
curl V - 0. Therefore, from (2.2)3 and (2.10) we get (2.7). Furthermore, taking into account 
fn ¢~ dx = O, we apply the elliptic regularity in (2.6) and (2.7) to see that estimate (2.8) holds. 
This completes the proof. | 
LEMMA 2.3. The solutions of the problem 
ut + curl 2 u = curl H, in (0, T) x 12, 
div u = O, in (0, T) x f~, 
(2.11) 
u .n=0,  cur lu×n=Hxn,  on (0, T) × 0~, 
u(., 0) = 0, on ~, 
satisfy 
]IUIfL~(O,T;L2) + [[UHL2(O,T;H1) <__ CIIH[[L2((O,T)×n), 
I[Ut[[L2(O,T;(H1)*) <__ C. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
PROOF. First, recall the following estimate which can be found in [7]: 
IlUlIL2 ~_ C (H divUl lL2 + II cur lu l l L~)  • (2.14) 
So, if we multiply equation (2.11)1 by u, integrate over (0,t) × fl (0 < t < T) and make use 
of (2.14), we easily obtain (2.12). And from (2.12) and equation (2.11)1, estimate (2.13) follows. 
The proof of the lemma is complete. | 
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Now, set 
then v satisfies 
v :=  Ae - u ,  f~ : - - -Re{(kVCe+¢eAe)~be } ,
vt + VCe + curl s v = f~, in (0, T) x 12, 
div v = 0, in (0, T) x f~, 
v .n=0,  cur lvxn=0,  on(0, T) x0ft ,  
v(-, 0) = A0~, on Ft. 
Thus, we obtain by a theorem of Solonnikov [8] on the Navier-Stokes equations that 
(2.15) 
IlVllw2;~((O,T)×m ~ C (IILIIL'--((0,T)×a) + IIAo~llw~/~,,/~(a)) ~ C. 
Hence, we have the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
(2.1~) 
[[A~[[L2O/,((O,T)xn ) + I[Ael[L4/a(O,T;Wl,a/a) -1-[[OtA~I{L,/3(O.T;(H2). ) <_C, (2.17) 
[[V~b~llLS/a((0,T)xn ) _< C, (2.18) 
[[OtcellL2o/,g(O,T;(~2). ) ~ C. (2.19) 
PROOF. It is easy to see that (2.17) follows from (2.12)-(2.13), (2.16), equation (2.15)1 and 
Sobolev's imbedding theorem. On the other hand, by virtue of (2.3), (2.17) and HSlder's inequal- 
ity, we have t[¢eAel[Ls/3((0,T)xO) _<C, which combined with (2.4) gives (2.18). Finally, (2.19) 
follows from (2.18) and equation (2.2)1. | 
To pass to the limit e ~ 0, we shall use the following lemma, the proof of which can be found 
in [7, Lemma 5.1]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let ge, h~ converge weakly or weak-* to g,h, respectively, in LpI(O,T;LP2), 
Lq~(O,T;Lq2), where 1 <_Pl, P2 <- oo, 
1 1 1 1 
- -+- -=- -+- -=1.  
Pl ql P2 q~ 
We assume in addition that 
Otg~ is bounded in L 1 (0, T; W -re'l) for some m >_ 0 independent ore, 
[[h~ - he(. + (,t)[[Lq~(O,T;Lq~) --* 0, as [~[ -~ 0, uniformly in e. 
Then, g~h~ converges to g h (in the sense of distributions on (0, T) x f~). 
Now, we are able to prove Theorem 1.1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. By Lemma 2.1, (2.8) and Lemma 2.4, one gets 
¢~--~b weaklyinLS/3(O,T;Wl'S/3) A£4((O,T)xf~)  and 
weak-* in L °~ ((0, T); £:2), (2.20) 
(¢~, Ae) ~ (¢,A) weakly in L 4/3 (0, T; W1'4/3) .
Moreover, by virtue of Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.4 and (2.20), we conclude that ¢~% converges 
to ¢¢ in the sense of distributions, while by the Aubin-Lions lemma, the convergence of the 
other nonlinear terms in (2.2)1,2 can be shown. Hence, multiplying (2.2)1,(2.2)2 by test functions 
(¢, A) 6 C~((0, T) x f~) x C~((0, T) x f~) and letting e -~ 0, we find that the weak limit (~b, A, ¢) 
given in (2.20) is indeed a weak solution of (1.1)-(1.4), and this proves Theorem 1.1. 
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